<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>College</th>
<th>If you are a graduate student:</th>
<th>If you are an undergraduate student:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Bouvé College of Health Sciences      | Email all of the following contacts:  
1) Ilira Grilli: [i.grilli@northeastern.edu](mailto:i.grilli@northeastern.edu)  
2) Evan Mullaney: [e.mullaney@northeastern.edu](mailto:e.mullaney@northeastern.edu)  
3) James Polo-Lossius: [j.polo-lossius@northeastern.edu](mailto:j.polo-lossius@northeastern.edu) | Email Cortney Alexander-Doyle: [c.alexander@northeastern.edu](mailto:c.alexander@northeastern.edu)                       |
| College of Arts, Media and Design     | Email Moki Smith: [MK.Smith@northeastern.edu](mailto:MK.Smith@northeastern.edu)                                                                                                                                               | Email your Academic Advisor                                                                                                 |
| College of Engineering                | Email all of the following:  
1) Jason Gouin: [j.gouin@northeastern.edu](mailto:j.gouin@northeastern.edu)  
2) Academic Advising (this email will reach your academic advisor): [coeadvising@northeastern.edu](mailto:coeadvising@northeastern.edu) | Email Academic Advising: [coeadvising@northeastern.edu](mailto:coeadvising@northeastern.edu)                           |
| College of Professional Studies       | Submit this form  
Select CPS, then "I have other questions about my application"                                                                                                                                                    | Submit this form  
Select CPS, then "I have other questions about my application"                                                                 |
| College of Science                    | Email all of the following:  
1) Graduate Admissions: [COSGradAdmissions@northeastern.edu](mailto:COSGradAdmissions@northeastern.edu)  
2) Graduate Student Services: [COSGradStudents@northeastern.edu](mailto:COSGradStudents@northeastern.edu)  
3) Stephanie Frazitta: [s.frazitta@northeastern.edu](mailto:s.frazitta@northeastern.edu) | Submit this form  
Select CPS, then "I have other questions about my application"                                                                 |
| College of Social Sciences and Humanities | Email all of the following:  
1) Louis DaRos: [l.daros@northeastern.edu](mailto:l.daros@northeastern.edu)  
2) Rosie Norman: [r.norman@northeastern.edu](mailto:r.norman@northeastern.edu) | Email all of the following:  
1) Andrew Casasanto-Ferro: [a.casasantoferro@northeastern.edu](mailto:a.casasantoferro@northeastern.edu)  
2) Justin Repici: [j.repici@northeastern.edu](mailto:j.repici@northeastern.edu) | Email all of the following:  
1) Diane Duchardt [d.duchardt@northeastern.edu](mailto:d.duchardt@northeastern.edu)  
2) Robin Cohen: [r.cohen@northeastern.edu](mailto:r.cohen@northeastern.edu) | Email your Academic Advisor                                                                                                 |
| D’Amore-McKim School of Business      | Email Gail Justino-Miller: [g.justino-miller@northeastern.edu](mailto:g.justino-miller@northeastern.edu)                                                                                                                                                     | Email your Academic Advisor                                                                                                 |
| Khoury College of Computer Sciences   | Email all of the following:  
1) Kevin Bunszell: [k.bunszell@northeastern.edu](mailto:k.bunszell@northeastern.edu)  
2) Your Academic Advisor | Email your Academic Advisor                                                                                                 |
### School of Law

Email Patrick Cassidy: [p.cassidy@northeastern.edu](mailto:p.cassidy@northeastern.edu), and one of the following:
- Meaghan Maher (for LLM): [m.maher@northeastern.edu](mailto:m.maher@northeastern.edu)
- Erin Brousseau (for JD): [e.brousseau@northeastern.edu](mailto:e.brousseau@northeastern.edu)

*PhD students should contact their PhD Program coordinator or academic advisor listed on the admission letter, prior to requesting approvals from College contacts above.*